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Coronavirus: Almost Out of the Woods or
Worse Than Ever Before?
By Yasmeen Johnson

The Coronavirus has abruptly halted daily lives

worldwide. Almost a year has passed

since rumors of the virus first emerged, and

unfortunately, the ever-present threat of the

pandemic has grown....
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In recent months the United States has reached a record-breaking number of covid positive cases

despite having more preparation and awareness of the disease than in January. As the threat of

Covid worsens in the US, half of the country is begging for another lockdown while the other ignores

safety suggestions and insists on natural selection. As we reside in the middle of the holiday and

major sports season, many feel the strong urge to forgo safety warnings and converse in large

crowds—those remaining in quarantine more lonely and isolated than ever spending family and

friend-oriented holidays and events alone.

In November, the United States reached over four million

covid cases, a far leap from the record-breaking amount of

1.9 million cases just last month. Public schools who've

previously adopted a mixed virtual and in-person

educational system are forced to reclose due to safety

concerns and parental pressure.

As a grapple for power has ensued during the presidential

transition from Trump to Biden, the possibility of another

lockdown is still unknown as hospitals are becoming

overcrowded and with intensive care units having little to

no beds remaining for patients in any condition. The United

States appears to be suffering from a lack of direction.

In lighter news, testing for a vaccine for the Coronavirus has procured positive results. Moderna, Pfizer,

and Oxford have all created their version of the vaccine averaging a 70%-95% efficacy rate. In the

third phase of the vaccine trials, researchers are hopeful to have the first doses distributed before the

end of 2020. Although a vaccine's possibility incites excitement as individuals prepare to return to

their everyday lives, doubt and weariness of potential side effects follow the discovery. 

The fear is exceptionally high among communities of color who've been disproportionately

disadvantaged by the health care system due to racism and classism. Despite feelings of loneliness

driving us to break safety measures, we must remember that this pandemic will eventually conclude.

The better we follow safety guidelines to slow down the virus's spread, the sooner we return to our

everyday lives. We may not have had a regular football season, Halloween, Thanksgiving, and maybe

even Christmas and New Years' this year, but We can have a jam-packed fantastic holiday season next

year if we make sacrifices now for the sake of our health and others around us.

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/11/28/world/covid-19-coronavirus
https://www.today.com/health/dr-fauci-concerned-about-trump-stalling-biden-transition-t199179
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/28/health/oxford-astrazeneca-vaccines-developing-countries-intl/index.html


The Pepperpot Awards of 2020

By Meaghan Airey

The Pepperpot awards are now recognized as a long-standing tradition in the Philadelphia PR

world. They recognize the top Pr campaigns, tactics, and professionals. This year, the Pepperpot

awards were held on Tuesday, December 1st, 2020. Though, the event looked a little bit different.

The ceremony was held online, due to the pandemic. The American Association for Cancer

Research, Public Relations Counselors, TD Bank, and JFK Communications sponsored the event.

The Pepperpot Awards have many different categories including Public Service,

Reputation/Brand Management, Special Events and Observances, Community Relations, etc. You

can find these categories and their campaign/tactic winners at https://philly.org/wp

content/uploads/2020/12/Pepperpots-Winner-List.pdf 

The PRSA has also provided an Individual Achievement Award Winner's pamphlet on their

website. Here is a statement from the press-release discussing the 52nd annual pepperpot

awards, “PRSA Philadelphia is the nation’s fifth-largest PRSA Chapter for professionals in

communications disciplines. The Chapter provides opportunities for professional development,

mentoring, and networking. The Chapter also produces the region’s most prominent

communications job bank and provides opportunities to earn professional accreditation and

agency and individual achievement award” (Jen Wentzel& Megan Healy). If you want to learn

more about the annual pepperpot awards, or read about this year's winners, visit philly.org to

learn more.
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By Anna Hilbert

I got to watch 1853 Communications flourish as one of the founding students, I saw the agency

find our first client, create newsletters, work events, and strategize plans, so it may be surprising

to say that I am not a Public Relations major, nor do I plan to go into the industry. Let me explain,

1853 Communications is more than a resume builder for PR majors, it’s a way to get a better

understanding of your professional sphere and ability to maintain connections within your

industry, no matter what that may be. I want to be a comedy writer, how could I possibly benefit

from working for a PR agency? Well, 1853 Communications opened my eyes to the world of

professional communication, or in other words, dealing with emails that may or may not get a

response you desire and many other situations that remain a constant across industries. 

During my time, 1853 Communications worked on visually branding a campaign, where our

members of our team accessed their creative side making logos and slogans, but other students

were able to do research into the logistics of the audience we were trying to reach. Writing blog

posts, reaching out to get blurbs for a newsletter, managing money for events and so many more

experiences bettered my professional understanding of communication, while simultaneously

gaining me connections and resume experience. This semester, I emcee’d a presentation our

agency had been working on for weeks; gaining experience in public speaking, presenting, and

organizing, while also being able to introduce myself to the head of the Media & Communication

department at Arcadia as a hired professional. The experiences gained working for this agency

go beyond your selected academic track, it’s a real workplace experience that I would

recommend to any individual interested in building their professional perspective.
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1853 Communications:

“Not Just for PR Majors”



By Claire Griffin
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Social Media Side Hustle
Put your built-in skills to work.

As of today’s college students, Social Media is integral to

how we learn while we’ve also seen it develop in real-time.

For GenZ and millennial students, we saw platforms like

Instagram and Twitter move from just social connections

to business tools and complete marketplaces like Etsy and

eBay, Craigslist, or Poshmark. 

Because of our unique position as witnesses to the modern

world and more importantly as engineers of the modern

world, a lot of us have the very powerful skills of social

media etiquette that a lot of older generations didn’t have

the opportunity to learn. So in trying to address the

difficulty in getting part-time jobs during a pandemic, I’ve

looked into some tips on using your built-in social media

skills to help support small businesses and gain experience.

The best part is, this side hustle is great for a multitude of fields, like Media and Communications,

Marketing, Business, Advertising, the Arts. Or you can look for the small businesses that involve

your skill; if you are pursuing Culinary Arts, you can find local restaurants that need Social Media

assistance and look for ways to involve the skills and experience into a social media page. In the

time of the COVID-19, businesses and people need more aid than ever before and boosting

visibility of long standing or brand new small businesses, is a great way to uplift your community

and your experience can be utilized on your resume!

Your first step is always a bit of research, looking into things like what social media presence they

currently have, if any, take note of similar business accounts that you can draw inspiration from,

and what platforms will work best with the business or organization. You’ll also want to figure

out whom you can contact about your plan. After taking some notes, you’ll need to outline a

social media strategy that you can “pitch” or present to the business. A social media strategy is

important because it will help you demonstrate the benefits social media can bring to a business

and how the connection with clients and customers allows for new channels of communication.

Some key areas to focus on are Content, Engagement, and Initiative...
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Content
The phrase “Content is king”  is certainly true in today’s landscape; as well all face the plight of “the

algorithm” it can be hard to gain traction and reach online. It’s important to create content plans

so that you have new material frequently. This may sound overwhelming, and it certainly can be,

but even the briefest post can allow for engagement with followers and your community. Content

can focus on a number of different aspects of the business you are working with. With small

businesses, familiarity is key so sharing posts that introduce staff and employees is a great way to

make your page more personable. Obviously, you can also create content just informing people

about what this group does, what products or services they provide, and why people should

engage with the group.

Engagement
Engagement is often how people describe the interactions that take place through social media.

This includes commenting, liking, reposting/sharing content, working with other accounts for

mutual benefit and visibility, and most of all responding and reaching out to followers and

members of your community. It will also boost engagement to have your social media handle

printed on advertisements, on business cards, email signatures, and posted in the business space.

Let the employees and upper management know that telling customers and clients about the

social media page offers an additional way to contact and interact with the business.

Initiative
Initiative refers to what the social media plan can do to offer new campaigns, programs, and aid

for the group. For example, if a shopping center wants to promote people bringing their own

bags, you could offer discounts or rewards systems for shoppers who don’t take plastic bags. Or if

you wanted to try and start an initiative to raise money for paper bags, you can promote a “Green”

campaign, and share a GoFundMe or run a virtual fundraiser.

Once you’ve developed a plan; assemble an elevator pitch, summarizing your motive (experience,

community support, paid work, etc.), the strategy you’ve developed, and a description of the

services you could offer. For instance, maybe there’s someone at the company that already does

photography of the group, or perhaps photography isn’t your strong suit, so you may leave that

out of your services or mention how you could work with someone within the group to learn and

develop that skill. Small businesses may not be able to offer payment for this service but the

content you create can absolutely be developed into a portfolio piece and sharing unpaid work

gives you a chance to demonstrate your motivation in your field and the practical application of

skills.
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Want to learn more about what is

happening in the PR field right now? 

 Check out these five links to keep

current on everything PR…

Ragan’s PR Daily - a news site that delivers news, advice, and opinions on public

relations, marketing, social media, and media worlds.

Strategies & Tactics - the latest edition of this PRSA (Public Relations Society of

America) produced a modern newspaper that helps you stay up-to-date with

the latest news, best practices, and information about everything from crisis

communications to social media to reputation management.

PRSay - an extension of Strategies & Tactics, PRSA’s award-winning publication

that provides lifelong learning to help you improve your job skills, stay

competitive, and advance your career.

PR Journal - a free, web-based, open-access, quarterly academic journal

presented by the Public Relations Society of America and the Institute for Public

Relations dedicated to offering the latest public relations and communication-

based research.

 

Spin Sucks - professional development for PR and Marketing Pros.

https://www.prdaily.com/
https://www.prsa.org/issue/icon-recap-november-december-2020
http://prsay.prsa.org/
https://prjournal.instituteforpr.org/
https://spinsucks.com/

